Can-Amera Park
Masterplan
I M PLE M E NTATI O N +J U STI FI CATI O N
Before Urbanization, Agriculture was the major industry
present on this site. To honour this tradition, as well as
implement sustainability into the are the Wedges and
Woods Site is re-imagined as an urban agriculture facility as
well as zone for active recreation that is kept out of Dumfries
Conservation Area. Less than one block from the
proposed Dumfries Secondary School and Community
Centre, this open space will act as as their filed
space and recreation zone, thus further bringing
in the sense of community throughout the site.

Soccer Field

The fields and re purposing of the original Wedges and
Woods use can be implemented within the short term
phasing of the site, however the vertical farm is
a long term implementation to the site, as the
pilot project of the first vertical farm in Ontario.

Pavillion

Tennis & Volleyball
Courts

Pitch & Putt/Frisbee Golf
Course

Wedges N’ Woods

Urban Agriculture
Facility

Pitch & Putt/Frisbee Golf
Tallgrass Praire Cover
Manicured Cover
Structure
Trail
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Dumfries Conservation Area
Master Plan
Boardwalk

I M PLE M E NTATI O N +J U STI FI CATI O N

Community Gardens

Parking Lot

Community gardens with raised
planter boxes, information kiosk
and washroom facilities

Dumfries is aimed to promote passive recreation
through the site and tie in the existing environmental
features to the urbanized area. Using the natural
landscape, M+ R designs restored the wetland,
created more prominent entrances, designated
open space for passive play implemented event
space on the site. These subtle interventions,
along
with the extended trail network,
provide the opportunity for the enjoyment of
Dumfries without impacting the existing natural
environment. The wetland restoration will only
aim to refurbish the natural environment to its
original state and provide opportunity for potential
low impact development interventions within
the future of the 10 phase implementation plan.

The 2100m2 parking lot will provide
parking for 80 vehicles on site in
addition to on-street parking

Arboretum

Repositioned to ensure all
manicured facilities are in
one location

Enhanced Wetland

Enhancement of existing wetlands on site with potential for
emergency managment of high
magnitude flood events.

Ex. Cricket Pitch
Open Space

Open space with natural playground and movable chairs.

Low Ropes Course
The ropes course will have removable
peices available for rental for team building
events, school trips and leadership training.

Event Barn

PLANT COMMUNITIES

Located where the origional Hilborn
barn once stood the facility will be
available for rental for corporate
events or weddings

Landscaped Entrance

New entrance to Dumfries
including large sign, information
panels and benches

Outdoor Workout Facility
This facility will be maintained in
partnership with the YMCA

Bridge
Boardwalk
Parking
Structure
Open Space
Meadow
Wetland
Plantation
Mixed Forest
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Major Dumfries Conservation
Site Interventions
S P O TT I S W O O D E V E N T B A R N:
I M PLE M E NTATI O N +J U STI FI CATI O N
Although built form on the Dumfries site is discouraged,The
main goal of M+ R design group was to honour the history
of the space, in the pluralistic sense. Although passive
recreation has been promoted since the PR Hillborn
purchased the lots, prior to this intervention the site was
used for agricultural and honesteads. One of the most
prominent homesteads on the site was the Spotiswood
homestead, located on the far end of the site. Originally
built by the Bergey family , it contained a limestone farm
house and several small barns as part of the livestock
operation. As such, the footprint of one o f the original
barns will be recreated to honour the past of the site, it
will be designed as an open air space, as to reduce the
intrusiveness of the intervention . The space is imagined a
s destination for community space, weddings and events
and will also aid in raising funding for site maintenance.
1949 Aerial Photo of Dumfries (Dumfries Conservation Area Master Plan, p.7)

Y M C A E N T R A N C E: I M P L E M E N T A T I O N + J U S T I F I C A T I O N
The YMCA entrance is imagined to be the most
prominent entrance into Dumfries and as such, M+ R
Designs implemented a linear park into the site which
smooths the transition from the urban form to the natural
form and provides further edge softening to the site.
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Site Public Art + Sense of Place
In order to facilitate a strong sense of place, Crossway looked towards implementing
a comprehensive public art plan. The theme of the art was to create a balance
between conflicting energies on site and tie together the site as a cohesive unit.

Crossway Square Plan
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Large Form Interactive art Installations
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Open Green Space
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Market Space
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Outdoor Stage/ Community
Gathering Space

1

Crossway Square
Sculpture Garden

Linear Pavillion

2

International Drive
Cultural Murals

Cafe Seating Space
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Can-Amera Drive Tree
Lights Installation
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LRT Station Moss Art
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Pedestrian Scramble
Crossing Light Canopy

Transit Bay
Grass Stairs/ Informal Seating

Play/ Relaxation Space

Spottiswood Barns
(Dumfries Event Space)

Sculpture Garden
Reﬂection pool
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Welcome to Dumfries
Gateway and linear park

“Welcome to Cambridge” Central Art Installation
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LAND USE PLANNING
Perspective author S. Leger
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Massing Inventory
With Story Lines

Land Use Inventory
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New Building Inventory
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To better integrate students into their surroundings,
we have implemented an “urban” high school
which features a community centre rec centre,
public library and school buildings directly fronting
Hespeler and Crossway Square.
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7.

Crossway Elementary school

8.

Neighbourhood commercial

Transit Hub

As a key landmark of our site, anchoring Crossway
Square, this building is imagined as a Transit Mall
and Living Museum. Featuring commercial uses
on the ground level and a nod to environmental
importance with an ecological devoted museum, with
environmental services in its towers; the Transit hub
combines our sites influences.

Vertical Farm

The first of its kind in Ontario, the Wedges and
Woods site will be redesigned to feature a vertical
farm which will tie the site back to its original
agricultural background and allow for the site to be
a sustainable produce provider.

9.

Connected to residential infill, neighbourhood
commercial will ensure basic necessities such as
cafe and convenience uses will be accessible and
within walking distance to new residential.

Medical Office Complex

The medical office complex also remains as a stable
use on the site, but the built form is retrofitted to
line the streets and allow for a small court yard
in between the offices, that will be an additional
hardscaped open space on the site.

10. The Gateway Towers

Located across Hespeler road from Dumfries
conservation area, The Gateway towers mark the
beginning of the Crossway Pedestrian scramble
an provide a key view passage from the residential
neighbouhood on International Drive through
to Dumfries, as well as an important walkability
connection.

Can-Amera Towers

A secondary landmark building: The Can-Amera
Towers will provide a key area of tech sector start
up and commercial ground floor uses, by bring a
unique and desirable economy to the site the CanAmera towers will anchor Can-Amera Station as a
destination.

To account for the influx of population density
onto the site, a new elementary school will be
implemented along with increased urban density
and neighbourhood commercial.

11. The Courtyards

Located in the key new residential area of the site,
the Courtyards provide mid rise living for new
residents and balance the influx of condominium
and stacked townhome dwellings.
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Grocery uses are key within a complete community,
to better integrate food supply into this community
Zehrs is re-imagined as a sustainable food hub
which will source local food and be powered
sustainably.

Cambridge Police Station

Retrofitted to be compact street-fronting form, the
police station remains in the same location

Adaptive Reuse of Zehrs
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6.

Dumfries secondary school + community
hub
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Key Building Massing
The YMCA entrance is imagined to be the most
prominent entrance into Dumfries and as such, M+ R
Designs implemented a linear park into the site which
smooths the transition from the urban form to the natural
form and provides further edge softening to the site.
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Dumfries Secondary School and
Community Hub: Highschool,
Library, Rec. Centre

Zehrs Site Adaptive Reuse:
Sustainable Food Market
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DETAILED MASSING: THE HUB

Can-Amera Towers: Commercial+ Start Up Oﬃces

The central pillar of the Hub will be a primary
community focus, opened as a gateway to
facilitate the traffic gathered by the transit
bay directed fronting the Hub, including
public washrooms, restaurants and cafes
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Gateway Towers: Commercial + Residential
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Crossway Elementary: Educational

The top pillars of the Hub aim to tie the
below
commercial
uses
with
the
surrounding sustainability focus that has been
promoted throughout the site. Envionsioned
as a living museum, it will showcase local
ecological species , culture and diversity
present in the site and Cambridge as a
whole. These will be facilitated by open
art exhibitions, workshops and interactive
displays. As a landmark it will combine the
fulcrum of the site to ecological promotion
and social sustainability, as well as contributing
to the conomic redevelopment of the site .

The Hub: Transit Mall

Bergey Vertical Farm: Urban Agriculture

This site is imagined to be a hub of
commercial activity on the site. Anchored
by
Crossway
Square
and
Dumfries
Secondary School + Community Centre, it will
provide a “tranist mall” in which the majority
of its visitors will be pedestrian based, thus
removing the autocentric of subrurban malls

Proposed Architectural Detail

Proposed Materials
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Street Interventions
I M PLE M E NTATI O N +J U STI FI CATI O N
The main justification for the new street interventions
was to improve the connectivity and walkability of
the site, as well as to suport the pedestrianization of
Hespeler Road by providing alternatives for vehicular
traffic through the expansion of international drive and
implementation of small local laneways behind Hespeler.
This allows for the majority of access to have points that
do not facilitate turns directly onto the LRT corridor
which protects the transportation hierarchy in the site.
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